Installation Single Pressure Comp. w/Load Sense, Horsepower Limiter & Max. Vol. Stop (B Frame)

PUMP, VARIABLE DELIVERY
PVWJ 025, 034 & 046

P-1NN/C, P-1NN/D
and P-1NN/G CONTROLS

Hydraulic Circuit

Pressure Compensator Adjustment
(5/16" Internal Hex)

Lifting Hole
.375"-16UNC

Remote Port (RP)
#4 SAE STR THD PORT
(Shown Plugged)

Optional Maximum Volume Stop
(3/16" Internal Hex)

Load Sensing Port (LS)
Connect downstream of control orifice
#6 SAE STR THD PORT

For basic pump dimensions see planographs:
DS-47483, DS-47484, DS-47485
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